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FIRST DIVISION

......
NOTICE
Sirs/Mesdames:

Please take notice that the Court, First Division, issued a Resolution
dated July 1, 2015 which reads as follows:
"G.R. No. 189811 - PEOPLE OF THE PHILIPPINES, PlaintiffAppellee, v. ESTER MANSILUNGAN y GAYA, Accused-Appellant.

This review relates to the decision promulgated on July 29, 2009,1
whereby the Court of Appeals (CA) affirmed the decision rendered on July
8, 2007 by the Regional Trial Court, Branch 64, 2 in Makati City finding the
accused-appellant guilty of the illegal sale of 0.02 gram of
methylamphetamine hydrochloride, a prohibited drug more popularly
known as shabu, in violation of Section 5, Article II of Republic Act No.
9165 (Comprehensive Dangerous Drugs Act of 2002); and sentencing her
to suffer life imprisonment, and to pay a fine of P500,000.00. 3 ·
Antecedents
On November 5, 2004, a confidential informant tipped off elements
of the Makati City Police about the selling of dangerous drugs in Makati of
one "Michael Bakla" and one "Ester."4 A buy-bust team that included P03
Esterio Ruiz as the designated poseur buyer, POI Percival Mendoza and
Makati Anti-Drug Abuse Council (MADAC) agent Norman Bilason was
formed to monitor and apprehend the suspected drug peddlers. 5 After
- over - six (6) pages ..... .
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coordinating with the Philippine Drug Enforcement Agency (PDEA), 6 the
buy-bust team, accompanied by the confidential informant, proceeded to
the intersection of Kalayaan Avenue and Zobel Street in Barangay
Singkamas, Makati City where they found Ester. 7 The confidential
informant introduced P03 Ruiz to her, and P03 Ruiz was able to buy
shab'u ·from her with the marked money worth P200.00. 8 Upon
. consummation of the sale, P03 Ruiz gave the pre-arranged hand signal.
Thus, POI Mendoza and Bilason came forward to apprehend Ester, 9 who,
however, noticed their approach and ran away. The lawmen pursued her
until they apprehended her inside a toilet. 10 The sachet of shabu sold to
P03 Ruiz was marked with "@Ester." The lawmen brought Ester with
them to the police station for processing and testing for drug use. I I Ester,
soon identified as the accused, tested positive for the use of
methylamphetamine hydrochloride. I 2 The substance sold by the accused to
P03 Ruiz was also examined at the PNP Crime Laboratory, and was found
to be positive for methylamphetamine hydrochloride, a dangerous drug,
weighing 0.02 gram. 13
The accused denied having sold shabu to P03 Ruiz, and insisted that
she had simply been handcuffed and arrested by the policemen while she
was inside the toilet outside the house of her sister. I 4 Nevertheless, she
admitted using methylamphetamine hydrochloride. Is
Following the apprehension of the accused, she was charged in court
under two informations for the illegal sale of a dangerous drug and for the
use of dangerous drugs respectively under Section 5I 6 and Section 15I 7 of
R.A. No. 9165.
At the arraignment on November 30, 2004, the accused entered a
plea of not guilty to the violation of Section 5 ofR.A. No. 9165. 18
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On January 25, 2005, the accused was arraigned for the violation of
Section 15 ofR.A. No. 9165, and she pleaded-not guilty. 19
On May 24, 2007, the accused withdrew her plea of not guilty to
violation of Section 15 ofR.A. No. 9165 and entered a guilty plea instead. 20
After trial, the RTC convicted the accused of the crimes charged, 21
sentencing her to suffer life imprisonment and to pay a fine of P500,000.00
for the violation of Section 5 of R.A. No. 9165; and ordering her to
undergo rehabilitation for at least six months in a government rehabilitation
center under the auspices of the Bureau of Correction for the violation of
Section 15 ofR.A. No. 9165.
The accused appealed to the CA to challenge only her conviction for
the violation of Section 5 of R.A. No. 9165. 22 In her appellant's brief, she
argued that the -Prosecution's failure to present SP03 Luisito Puno, the
police officer who had delivered the sachet of shabu to the PNP Crime
Laboratory, signified the failure to establish a perfect chain of custody. 23
The Office of the Solicitor General countered that the testimony of
SP03 Puno was not necessary because his possession and delivery of the
sachet of shabu to the PNP Crime Laboratory had already been established
by the stamp in the Memorandum of Endorsement of P/Supt. Marietto M.
Valerio; 24 that the parties had also stipulated that SP03 Puno had
conducted the investigation and had prepared the final investigation
report; 25 that with the records and the testimonies of P03 Ruiz and PO 1
Mendoza, the Prosecution established the unbroken chain of custody of the
sachet of shabu from the time it had come to the possession of the police
operatives and delivered to the PNP Crime Laboratory for testing until its
eventual presentation as evidence during trial. 26
As mentioned, the CA upheld the accused's conviction, holding that
the testimonies of P03 Ruiz, PO 1 Mendoza and Bilason sufficiently
established that the. chain of custody had remained unbroken; and that the
sachet of shabu recovered from the accused and the one presented as
evidence during trial were one and the same. 27 The CA ruled that the non- over201
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presentation of SP03 Puno was not fatal for the Prosecution considering
that his testimony "was dispensed with upon the conformity of the defense
itself;" 28 and that the Prosecution satisfactorily proved all the elements of
illegal sale of shabu. 29
Ruling of the Court

The appeal has no merit.
First of all, the appeal challenges the findings of fact by the RTC and
the CA. We cannot favor such challenge considering that the findings of
fact of the trial court are accorded great respect especially because they
were affirmed by the CA. 30 The Court can revisit, review and set aside
factual findings only when the trial court was shown to have been
capricious and arbitrary, or when the trial court was shown to have
committed palpable error in its determination of the facts. 31 But no palpable
error, capriciousness or arbitrariness attended the RTC's factual findings on
the chain of custody being unbroken. Indeed, the testimonial and
documentary evidence presented by the Prosecution credibly and
sufficiently established the identity of the seized drug from the time it was
sold to the poseur buyer until it was presented in court. P03 Ruiz attested
that it was he who had received the seized drug from the accused, and that
it was also he .who had marked it with "@Ester" to identify it. 32 The
possession of the seized drug marked "@Ester" was transferred from P03
Ruiz to SP03 Puno who then delivered it to the PNP Crime Laboratory.
The stamp on the .request for laboratory examination indicated that the
seized drug was delivered to the PNP Crime Laboratory on November 5,
2004. 33 According to the Physical Science Report issued on November 5,
2004, the seized article marked "@Ester" was found to be positive for
methylamphetamine hydrochloride. 34 The custody of the seized drug
remained with the PNP Crime Laboratory until it was brought to the court
for presentation at the trial. 35 At the trial, the Prosecution witnesses
positively identified the evidence marked "@Ester" to be the same article
received by the poseur buyer during the buy-bust operation. 36 Under the
- over201
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circumstances, the Court cannot doubt the evidence of the corpus delicti that the substance presented as evidence was the same substance that was
sold by the accused..appellant to the poseur buyer. 37
Secondly, the CA correctly held that SP03 Puno's failure to testify
did not suffice to overturn the accused's conviction. The parties entered
into stipulations during the trial with respect to SP03 Puno's preparation of
the final investigation report, 38 following which SP03 Puno was dispensed
with as a witness with the conformity of the Defense. 39 The Defense
thereby expressly conceded that SP03 Puno had regularly performed his
duties relative to the _preservation of the integrity of the substance in
question for the whole time that the substance remained in his custody. 40
Under Section 5, Article II ofR.A. No. 9165, 41 the sale of dangerous
drugs is punishable by life imprisonment to death and a fine ranging from
1!500,000.00 to PIO Million. Accordingly, the RTC correctly imposed on
the accused the penalty of life imprisonment and fine of P500,000.00. 42
WHEREFORE, the Court AFFIRMS the decision of the Court of
Appeals promulgated on July 29, 2009 in CA-G.R. CR-H.C. No. 03106;
and ORDERS the accused-appellant to pay the cost of suit.
SO ORDERED."
Very truly yours,

...
1sion Clerk of Courtf., 'll l'i
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